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Building Better Roads  
Mix Type Subcommittee    

Meeting Minutes 
 

DATE OF MEETING: January 15, 2020 (1:00 PM) 

 

ATTENDEES: 

Bill Morgan (COSD-DPW) Randy Encinas (City of San Diego) 

Brandon Milar (CalAPA) Rich Fitterer (Kleinfelder) 

Collins Solomon (COSD-DPW) Robert Piceno (Vulcan Materials) 

George Freiha (COSD-DPW) Sam Koohi (COSD-DPW) 

Matt Pound (Escondido Material) Sam Tadros (COSD-DPW) - LEAD 

    

INTRODUCTIONS: 

• Meeting began with participants’ self-introduction followed by Sam Tadros 

reviewing the proposed agenda for the meeting.   

 

PUBLIC COMMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH BROWN ACT:   

• No Public Comments  

 

DISCUSSION: 

Working Group Recap and Achievements – Rich Fitterer 

• Rich Fitterer reviewed achievements since we last met including conducting two 

working group meetings as follows: 

o June 11th:  Key presentations on Construction and Demolition (C&D) 

ordinance and Chula Vista’s road maintenance approach 

o October 15th:  Hosted a 4-hour tack coat workshop.  Key presentation by 

California Department of Conservation on aggregate sustainability 

• The County of San Diego pilot tested delayed start language for four contracts 

• The County of San Diego allowed 25% RAP in all four AC overlay contracts 

awarded last year. 

• We received Working Group comments on the first guidance document regarding 

storage time limits for recycled asphalt and concrete. 

Working Group Direction – Rich Fitterer  

Rich Fitterer provided an overview for the future of the Building Better Roads Working 

Group (BBR) 

• Upcoming February 10, 2020 Building Better Roads Working Group meeting 
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• Brandon Milar said that he could coordinate conducting a 2-hour Pavement Recycling 

Workshop March 26, 2020 to give decision makers information in regard to the use of 

RAP in asphalt mixes including the latest technology, how the specifications have 

changed and include related Agency experience/testimonials. 

• Continue to provide additional education opportunities noting that we are always open 

to ideas and suggestions on key speakers and/or topics for BBR meetings 

• Matt Pound asked whether there is any training on use of RAP in slurry seal. 

• Sam Tadros agreed and stated that we need training to educate about when to apply 

and what types fit certain pavement conditions.  The training needs to be geared to 

Designers for type selection.  Also, education for inspection and properties of the 

slurry. Rich Fitterer stated that Jason Dietz of the Federal Highway Resource Center 

(FHRC) offered a workshop on slurry seal best practices and that he will look into this 

option. 

• Continue to develop guidance documents 

 

Greenbook Update – Brandon Milar 

• Brandon provided an overview of the next Greenbook update which is scheduled to 

be published in 2021.  The next meeting is in February 2020 where they will discuss 

new specifications for incorporating RAP into slurry mix designs as well as general 

editorial changes.  Greenbook is also looking at moving from Vheem to gyratory but 

that will not likely make the 2021 publication. 

 

Guidance Document Development – Sam Tadros 

Sam Tadros reviewed the status of the guidance documents.  The following is a summary 

of the discussion: 

 

MT-1 Warm Mix Asphalt 

Matt Pound suggested that it is important to get this going to facilitate paving in the colder 

months.  He discussed the use of Evotherm.  Also serves as an antistrip and compaction. 

Discussion on benefits of warm mix (lower temperatures and warm mix technology). 

  

MT-4 Need for Requiring Fractionation of High RAP Mixes  

• MT-4 was drafted and submitted to the subcommittee for review via the SharePoint 

site; however, we only received comments from two reviewers.   

• The subcommittee reviewed the red-lines from the two reviewers and come to a 

resolution on each comment.  The guidance document author agreed to prepare a 

revise draft incorporating the edits and comments by the end of the month. 

• The subcommittee agreed to complete the next draft of MT-4 Fractionation before 

tackling MT-1 Warm Mix Asphalt after the February 10th Working Group meeting. 
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MT-3 – Regional Agency Survey 

• The Regional Agency Survey was finalized and submitted to local agencies 

throughout the San Diego region.  Responses from three agencies were received.  

The subcommittee reviewed the survey and concluded that it should not take more 

than 10 to 15 minutes to complete; however, in order to make it as efficient as possible, 

it was agreed to eliminate any type of responses that require text input. Rich Fitterer 

agreed to revise the survey to only include multiple choice responses. 

• The subcommittee agreed that it would be a good idea to bring hard copies of the 

revised survey to the February 10th Working Group meeting in order to have Local 

Agencies complete the form while they are at the meeting.   

• Bill Morgan said he will be sending the survey to the City Engineers list as well as the 

Port of San Diego, Airport Authority, SDCWA, etc. 

 
OPEN DISCUSSION: 

• The City of Vista started their overlay today using County specifications (16,00 tons, 
GC is Hazard).  They originally specified MAC15 and Matt Pound let them know the 
County specification was available.  Would be good to get Vista on board with BBR.   

 
 
CLOSING COMMENTS AND ACTION ITEMS: 

• Rich Fitterer to look into slurry seal training options with the FHRC. 

• Matt Pound with assistance from Brandon Milar to revise MT-4 guidance document 

• Rich Fitterer to revise MT-3 Local Agency Survey 

• Rich Fitterer to bring hard copies of MT-3 Survey to the 2/10/20 Working Group 

meeting. 

• Bill Morgan to distribute the revised MT-3 Survey to the City Engineers list and other 

local agencies.  


